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Adam Smith and the Circles of Sympathy pursues Adam Smith’s views on
moral judgment, humanitarian care, commerce, justice and interna-
tional law both in historical context and through a twenty-first-century
cosmopolitan lens, making this a major and timely contribution not
only to Smith studies but also to the history of cosmopolitan thought
and to contemporary cosmopolitan discourse itself. Forman-Barzilai
breaks new ground, demonstrating the spatial texture of Smith’s
moral psychology and the ways he believed that physical, affective and
cultural distance constrain the identities, connections and ethical obli-
gations of modern commercial people. Forman-Barzilai emphasizes
Smith’s resistance to the sort of relativism, moral insularity and cultural
chauvinism that too often accompany localist critiques of cosmopolitan
thought today. This is a timely, revisionist study that integrates the
perspectives of intellectual history, moral philosophy, political theory,
cultural theory, international relations theory and political economy,
and will appeal widely across the humanities and social sciences.
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ideas in context

Edited by Quentin Skinner and James Tully

The books in this series will discuss the emergence of intellectual traditions and of
related new disciplines. The procedures, aims and vocabularies that were generated
will be set in the context of the alternatives available within the contemporary
frameworks of ideas and institutions. Through detailed studies of the evolution of
such traditions, and their modification by different audiences, it is hoped that a
new picture will form of the development of ideas in their concrete contexts. By this
means, artificial distinctions between the history of philosophy, of the various
sciences, of society and politics, and of literature may be seen to dissolve.

The series is published with the support of the Exxon Foundation.

A list of books in the series will be found at the end of the volume.
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Les lois de la conscience, que nous disons naître de nature, naissent
de la coutume: chacun ayant en vénération interne les opinions et mœurs

approuvées et reçues autour de lui …
Michel de Montaigne
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ing friends, colleagues, and teachers for particularly cogent and memorable
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related to this book. My debt to them is immeasurable: Christopher Berry
(who should be very pleased with the book’s cover image), Richard Boyd,
Lauren Brubaker, Roger Chartier, William Connolly, Joseph Cropsey,
Avner de-Shalit, Douglas Den Uyl, Laurence Dickey, Michael Dubin,
Peter Euben, Samuel Fleischacker, Christel Fricke, Jeffrey Friedman, the
late François Furet, Harvey Goldman, Ruth Grant, Charles Griswold, Ryan
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or parts of the manuscript at various stages: Charles Larmore, Patchen
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Markell, Steve Pincus, Lloyd Rudolph, Eric Schliesser, Shannon Stimson,
Tracy Strong, Lisa Wedeen, Stephen White, and Bernie Yack. Their
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anonymous referees at Cambridge University Press who offered rich and
insightful comments, and to audiences at Chicago, Yale, Johns Hopkins,
Michigan, William and Mary, the Hebrew University, Oxford, the
London School of Economics, and UCSD, and at countless conferences,
colloquia and workshops over the years, for their valuable contributions.
In particular, I acknowledge the outstanding input I received at three
recent conferences commemorating the 250th anniversary of Smith’s
Moral Sentiments: at Balliol College, Oxford, Smith’s college, convened
by Samuel Fleischacker and Vivienne Brown; at the University of Glasgow,
convened by Christopher Berry; and in Berlin, convened byMichael Zöller.
These interventions were exceptionally well timed: I deposited my final
revisions just days after returning from the last.

In Adam Smith and the Virtues of Enlightenment (Cambridge, 1999)
Charles Griswold illuminated Smith’s salience for contemporary thought
more richly than anyone ever has. The book was a brilliant demonstration
of what one might do with Smith – a magnificently disruptive suggestion to
me at a time when Donald Winch’s Adam Smith’s Politics (Cambridge,
1978) and Hont and Ignatieff ’sWeath and Virtue (Cambridge, 1986) set my
agenda – when I firmly believed that the most effective way, perhaps the
only way, to salvage Smith from what the economists had done to him, was
to proceed historically. In a very fundamental way I still believe this. But
Griswold’s book, especially its emphasis on “ordinary morality,” inspired
something like a turning in my thought and approach: I began to think
more critically about method – about what motivates the historian (this
historian) to ask her questions, and about what history, done well, might
bring to contemporary thought. Though it may seem that I sometimes
distance myself from the book here, for I am not as optimistic as Griswold is
about the adequacy of Smithian “therapy” for modernity, I hope the
resonance of occasional academic quibbling doesn’t overwhelm deeper
harmonies and debts, and the extent that his book, more than any other,
has situated my thoughts over the last decade.

My work has benefited enormously from my involvement with the
International Adam Smith Society and its journal, The Adam Smith
Review, of which I have recently become Editor. The Society and Review
have done much in recent years to cultivate a sense of community among
scholars across disciplines who are thinking innovatively about Smith and
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